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(57) Abstract: The present invention provides a method for ranking an incoming news feed comprising a header. The method com
o prising the steps of: receiving the incoming news feed with headers, extracting the incoming news feed's header, performing part- of-

speech-tagging of the extracted header's words and associating to each of the header's words a code characterizing its grammaticalo function, generating the list of the incoming header's words codes, associating the generated list to the incoming news feed, as its
pattern and computing a score for the incoming news feed according to predefined rules defining the score based on the its pattern.



SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RANKING NEWS FEEDS

BACKGROUND

1. TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to the field of content provision services, more particularly to

content selection depending on their potential interest to the service users, and still more

precisely to the ranking of news feeds by this interest.

[0002] For that purpose, the present invention relates to the field of filter ranking content

items, and more particularly of selection/identification and filtering and scoring content items

based on speech analysis system.

2 . RELATED ART

[0003] Known, prior art techniques of content analyzing for rating are based on analyzing

context or checking popularity and feedback of users.

[0004] International application NO. WQ201 0 20679 titled "Emotivity and vocality

measurement (Blatt Eli, Brookeside, Cates Thomas)", discloses analyzing free-form text

comments provided by a user and estimate tone of the user's feedback. Such estimations may

be reflected in a single numerical value which is used for determining the customer attitude

toward the company.

[0005] There are patents or patent applications which disclose analyzing texts aspects such as

emotivity or sentiment, in order to rank their object (service, reviewable object, company,

etc.), rather than the text itself. Some of the patents or patent applications disclose the use of

"part of speech tagging" of text inputs, but in order to identify these text inputs objects, rather

than to compute a score for these text inputs.

[0006] There are known techniques for estimating user sentiment and emotional level.

[0007] Us patent application NO. US2013 0338
...

titled ''Performing sentiment analysis"

(Hewlett Packard) dislcloses method of performing sentiment analysis by identifying one or

more sentences in a microblog, identifying one or more opinion words in the sentences based

on an opinion lexicon.

[0008] US patent application No. US2013i03385, titled "Performing sentiment analysis"

(Hewlett Packard), discloses a method of performing sentiment analysis by performing a first

sentiment analysis on microblogging data based on a method using an opinion lexicon. The

method also includes training a classifier using training data from the first sentiment analysis.



[0009] Us application No. US84177I3. titled "Sentiment detection as a ranking signal for

reviewable entities" (Google), discloses a method for ranking reviewable entities based on

sentiment expressed about the entities. A plurality of sentiment scores associated with the

plurality of review texts are generated, wherein each sentiment score for a review text

indicates a sentiment directed to the entity referenced by the review text. A plurality of

ranking scores for the plurality of entities are generated wherein each ranking score is based at

least in part on one or more sentiment scores associated with one or more review texts

referencing the entity.

[0010] International application No. WQ2 1310 12 titled "Methods and systems for

generating corporate green score using social media sourced data and sentiment analysis"

(Thomson Reuters), disclose a a News/Media Analytics System (NMAS) adapted to

automatically process and "read" news stories and content from blogs, twitter, and other social

media sources, represented by news/media corpus, in as close to real-time as possible.

Quantitative analysis, techniques or mathematics, such as green scoring/composite module

and sentiment processing module are processed to arrive at green scores, green certification,

and/or model the value of financial securities, including generating a green score, green

compliance certification, and a composite environmental or green index.

[0011] International application No. Q2013 Q 09 titled "Methods and systems for

generating composite index using social media sourced data and sentiment analysis"

(Thomson Reuters), disclose a News/Media Analytics System (NMAS) adapted to

automatically process and "read" news stories and content from blogs, twitter, and other social

media sources, represented by news/media corpus, in as close to real-time as possible.

Quantitative analysis, techniques or mathematics, such as green scoring/composite module

and sentiment processing module are processed to arrive at green scores, green certification,

and/or model the value of financial securities,

[0012] US application No. US201 1225174, titled "Media value engine" (General Sentiment),

disclose determining a media value associated mentions of an entity in one or more

documents based on a sentiment attributed to the mentions of the entity and/or a frequency

with which the entity is mentioned.

[0013] US application No. US2009216524, titled "Method and system for estimating a

sentiment for an entity" (Siemens Enterprise Communications), disclose a method for

estimating a sentiment conveyed by the content of information sources towards an entity. The

sentiment is obtained with respect to a query context that may be specified, e . g . by specific

terms or expressions, like a product or service name. A sentiment dictionary having a plurality



of sentiment terms is provided, wherein each sentiment term has assigned a sentiment value,

and at least one of said sentiment terms is associated to a group context. Text documents are

screened for occurrences of sentiment terms that are associated to a group context

corresponding to the query context. Calculating a sentiment score value is performed as a

function of the occurrences of sentiment terms having a similar or same group context as the

query context. The method may be carried out automatically without manual analysis of the

actual semantic content of the text documents under consideration.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0014] The present invention provides a method for ranking incoming news feed comprising

a header. The method comprising the steps of: receiving the incoming news feed with

headers, extracting the incoming news feed's header, performing part-of- speech-tagging of

the extracted header's words and associating to each of the header's words a code

characterizing its grammatical function, generating the list of the incoming header's words

codes, associating the generated list to the incoming news feed, as its pattern andcomputing a

score for the incoming news feed according to predefined rules defining the score based on

the its pattern.

[0015] According to some embodiments of the present invention the predefined rules include

checking pattern frequencies in pattern library including aggregation of header news patterns.

[0016] According to some embodiments of the present invention the predefined rules include

checking pattern similarity in pattern library including aggregation of history header news

patterns.

[0017] According to some embodiments of the present invention the method further

comprising the steps of: performing sentiment analysis of the extracted header, thus

computing a header's sentiment level, by using a predetermined sentiment lexicon comprising

a list of associations between a sentiment level and a word, updating the incoming news

feed's header score based on the sentiment analysis result,

[0018] According to some embodiments of the present invention the sentiment analysis

includes: summing the extracted header's words sentiment levels obtained based on the

sentiment lexicon and assigning a first predetermined value to the sentiment level of the

extracted header's words not appearing in the sentiment lexicon.

[0019] According to some embodiments of the present invention the method further

comprising the steps of: receiving popularity figures of the incoming news feed based on



aggregated information including at least one of: viewings number of the news feed, number

of user feedbacks or interactions with the incoming news feed, normalizing popularity figures

of each word of the extracted header and Updating the incoming news feed's score based on

its popularity normalized figures.

[0020] According to some embodiments of the present invention the incoming news feed

score computing step includes: assigning the incoming news feed score a value based on a

pattern library comprising a list of associations of a score to a pattern and assigning the

incoming news feed score a second predetermined value if the pattern doesn't appear in the

pattern library.

[0021] According to some embodiments of the present invention the method further

comprising a preliminary phase of constructing the pattern library comprising the steps of:

receiving a number of news feeds headers, analyzing each of these headers, including:

performing part-of-speech-tagging of each of the header's words, thus associating to each of

the header's words a code characterizing its grammatical function, generating the list of the

header's words codes, associating the generated list to the news feed header, as its pattern,

associating, to each of the patterns, of its frequency defined as the number of news feeds

headers to which it has been associated, sorting patterns by decreasing frequency and

computing the drop and select and record the patterns with frequency greater than the drop as

the pattern library.

[0022] According to some embodiments of the present invention the method of further

comprising the steps of: raising by 1 the associated frequency of the incoming news feed

pattern in the pattern library, if the incoming news feed pattern already appeared in the pattern

library, Introducing, with associated frequency 1, the incoming news feed pattern in the

pattern library, if it didn't already appear in the pattern library, sorting patterns by decreasing

frequency and computing the drop, select and record the patterns with frequency greater than

the drop as the pattern library.

[0023] The method of claim 7 the method further comprising the steps of: performing

sentiment analysis of the news header by checking each word sentiment grade using

predefined sentiment lexicon, analyzing popularity statistics of feed news based aggregated

information of user feedback or interaction with feed news and Updating ranking of news

feeds header based on sentiment analysis and popularity analysis.



[0024] The present invention provides a system for ranking an incoming news feed

comprising a header, said system comprised of: a news feed acquisition module for

performing the steps of aggregating updated feed new headers from different sources,

receiving at least one news feed, performing part-of- speech-tagging of the extracted header's

words and associating to each of the header's words a code characterizing its grammatical

function, generating the list of the incoming header's words codes and associating the

generated list to the incoming news feed, as its pattern and news feed ranking module ranking

new upcoming newsfeeds headers by applying the following step: computing a score for the

incoming news feed according to predefined rules defining the score based on the its pattern.

[0025] According to some embodiments the present invention system further comprising a

pattern library including aggregated code vectors of tagged feed news headers by grammatical

function.

[0026] According to some embodiments the present invention the predefined rules include

checking pattern frequencies in pattern library including aggregation of header news patterns.

[0027] According to some embodiments the present invention the predefined rules include

checking pattern similarity in pattern library including aggregation of history header news

patterns.

[0028] According to some embodiments the present invention the ranking module further

apply the following steps: performing sentiment analysis of the extracted header, thus

computing a header's sentiment level, by using a predetermined sentiment lexicon comprising

a list of associations between a sentiment level to a word, and updating the incoming news

feed's header score based on the sentiment analysis result.

[0029] According to some embodiments the present invention the sentiment analysis

includes: summing the extracted header's words sentiment levels obtained based on the

sentiment lexicon and assigning a first predetermined value to the sentiment level of the

extracted header's words not appearing in the sentiment lexicon.

[0030] According to some embodiments the present invention the ranking module further

comprising the steps of: receiving popularity figures of the incoming news feed based on

aggregated information including at least one of: viewings number of the news feeds, number

of user feedbacks or interactions with the incoming news feed, normalizing popularity figures

of each word of the extracted header and Updating the incoming news feed's score based on

its popularity normalized figures.



[0031] According to some embodiments the present invention the ranking module further

includes: Assigning the incoming news feed score a second predetermined value if the pattern

doesn't appear in the pattern library.

[0032] According to some embodiments the present invention the system further comprising

the pattern library creation module applying the following steps: receiving a number of news

feeds headers, analyzing each of these headers, including: performing part-of-speech-tagging

of each of the header's words, thus associating to each of the header's words a code

characterizing its grammatical function, generating the list of the header's words codes,

associating the generated list to the news feed header, as its pattern, associating, to each of the

patterns, of its frequency defined as the number of news feeds headers to which it has been

associated, sorting patterns by decreasing frequency and computing the drop, select and

record the patterns with frequency greater than the drop as the pattern library.

[0033] According to some embodiments the present invention pattern library creation module

further applies the steps of: raising by 1 the associated frequency of the incoming news feed

pattern in the pattern library, if the incoming news feed pattern already appeared in the pattern

library,

[0034] Introducing, with associated frequency 1, the incoming news feed pattern in the

pattern library, if it didn't already appear in the pattern library, sorting patterns by decreasing

frequency and computing the drop select and record the patterns with frequency greater than

the drop as the pattern library.

[0035] According to some embodiments the present invention the ranking module further

apply the steps of: performing sentiment analysis of the news header by checking each word

sentiment grade using predefined sentiment lexicon, analyzing popularity statistics of feed

news based aggregated information of user feedback or interaction with feed news and

updating ranking of newsfeeds header based on sentiment analysis and popularity analysis.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0036] For a better understanding of the invention and to show how the same may be carried

into effect, reference will now be made, purely by way of example, to the accompanying

drawings in which like numerals designate corresponding elements or sections throughout.

[0037] In the accompanying drawings:



FIG. 1 is a high level schematic block diagram of a news feeds scoring system, according to

the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a high level flowchart illustrating News feeds acquisition method, according to

some embodiments of the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a high level flowchart illustrating drama pattern library creation and update method,

according to some embodiments of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a high level flowchart illustrating News feed ranking method, according to some

embodiments of the present invention; and

FIG. 4A is a high level flowchart illustrating News feed ranking method using pattern library,

according to some embodiments of the present invention; and

FIG. 5 is a table illustrating a part of sentiment lexicon, as used by some embodiments of the

present invention.

The drawings together with the following detailed description make apparent to those skilled

in the art how the invention may be embodied in practice.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0038] With specific reference now to the drawings in detail, it is stressed that the particulars

shown are by way of example and for purposes of illustrative discussion of the preferred

embodiments of the present invention only, and are presented in the cause of providing what

is believed to be the most useful and readily understood description of the principles and

conceptual aspects of the invention. In this regard, no attempt is made to show structural

details of the invention in more detail than is necessary for a fundamental understanding of

the invention, the description taken with the drawings making apparent to those skilled in the

art how the several forms of the invention may be embodied in practice.

[0039] Before explaining at least one embodiment of the invention in detail, it is to be

understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of construction and

the arrangement of the components set forth in the following description or illustrated in the

drawings. The invention is applicable to other embodiments and liable to be practiced or



carried out in various ways. Also, it is to be understood that the phraseology and terminology

employed herein is for the purpose of description and should not be regarded as limiting.

[0040] Prior to setting forth the background of the related art, it may be helpful to set forth

definitions of certain terms that will be used hereinafter.

[0041] The term "news feeds" as used herein in this application, is defined as any content

having a text header which is updated frequently by a content sources, including news web

sites, blogging websites, newsletters etc..

[0042] The invention disclose is a Natural Language Processing method for ranking news

feeds based on a dedicated drama patterns library construction and combined exploitation

with a previously available sentiment lexicon, and related popularity statistics.

[0043] It relies on the assumption that the more a content item drama score is high, the more

it is going to interest a large number of people.

[0044] FIG. 1 is a high level schematic block diagram of a news feeds scoring system,

according to the present invention. The scoring system includes News feed acquisition

module (20) for retrieving and aggregating news feeds from different news resources (10),

drama pattern library creation and update module (30) for generating and updating reference

database (35) of headers patterns and News feed ranking module 40 for calculating score of

news feeds.

[0045] FIG. 2 is a high level flowchart illustrating News feeds acquisition method, according

to some embodiments of the present invention. The acquisition method includes the initial

step of receiving a new news feed (205). It also may include one of the following steps :

collecting popularity statistics related to the news feed including viewing statistics 210 (such

as number of views for each news feed or number of responses) , collecting popularity

statistics related to each word in the news feed header 220 (such as number of searches for the

considered word performed in different Search engines).

[0046] At the next step shallow analysis is applied to the news feeds headers is by preforming

context based part-of- speech tagging and associating to each word in a sentence, a code

characterizing its grammatical function (230). Shallow analysis technique is known in the art

(see Wikipedia on "part of speech tagging"

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Part_of_speech_tagging).



[0047] The coding may use for example known conventions, such as the world accepted

ηοί ί ίοη,( ί ΐ · ¾ ¾ ' Corpus#Part-of-speech tags used). A number

of well-known commercial or open source tools allow conducting the shallow analysis.

[0048] FIG. 3 is a high level flowchart illustrating drama pattern library creation and update

method, according to some embodiments of the present invention. The method is based on

acquiring news feeds headers 310 from different news sources, such news websites, blogs

newsletter etc. Gathering large number of headers provides better, data representation of the

constructed drama patterns/vectors library, accordingly the scoring process is more accurate.

Thus it's preferable to collect as much headers as possible.

[0049] In the same objective, it is important to avoid introducing biases in the collected

headers associated drama patterns/vectors, by filtering them by characteristics such as author,

category, subject, etc, which may lead to selecting headers having specific structures and

drama patterns/vectors. Optionally the headers collection may use single news websites or a

number of news sites. In the same objective, all of the headers of this or these news sites

should preferably be collected.

[0050] Each tags list obtained for at least one of the analyzed headers, is recorded as a drama

pattern/vector library member (320). Optionally the drama pattern/vector are grouped by

association (330). At the next steps are calculated frequencies of drama pattern/vector or

groups of drama pattern/vector (340), the drama patterns/vectors are sorted by frequency and

a drop is computed for statistically characterizing the limits between "high" and "low"

frequency drama patterns/vectors (350), the drama patterns/vectors having frequency greater

than the drop, are selected as constituting the drama patterns/vectors library (360).

[0051] FIG. 4 is a high level flowchart illustrating News feed ranking method, according to

some embodiments of the present invention. The ranking method according to some

embodiments includes at least one of the following steps: assigning score value of its drama

pattern/vector's according to pre-defined rules based on the analyzed pattern (410). The

predefined rules may include comparison to known patterns of news headers, checking

frequency of history patterns appearance or checking similarity to known patterns, where the

value can be determined according to frequency value or degree of similarity. According to

other embodiments of the present invention the ranking method includes: computing a

"sentiment level" for the newly received news feed header, and then derive a related

correction factor for its drama factor (420) and/or applying popularity level related correction

based on popularity analysis (430). Finally are computed final News feed drama score based

on basic drama score and applied sentiment and popularity corrections (440).



[0052] A word's sentiment level can be defined by a sign of an integer between two

thresholds (e.g. -5 and 5), which represents an emotion, feeling or attitude in relation to the

word, the scale may refer word's having negative or positive meaning. Error! Reference

source not found .is an example of sentiment lexicon sample, wherein the word

"breathtaking" is assigned a positive very high emotional charge through a sentiment level of

+5, and the word "alarm" a negative low one through a sentiment level of -2.

[0053] FIG. 4A is a high level flowchart illustrating News feed ranking method using pattern

library, according to some embodiments of the present invention. The rankling method

according to some embodiments include the following steps: searching in the drama

patterns/vectors library for identified drama patterns of new news feed (410A) and

accordingly calculating and assigning score value of its drama pattern/vector's based on

aggregated frequency in the drama patterns/vectors library (420A). If the identified drama

patterns is not found in the library, the drama patterns/vectors is assigned with low value

beneath predefined threshold. The threshold can be define as less than or equal to the first

decile, centile, or permille of the frequency series of the drama patterns/vectors in the library.

[0054] Optionally the score value is calculated and assigned to its drama pattern/vector's

based on similarity to patterns/vectors appearing in the library (430A).

[0055] According to some embodiments the ranking method includes computing a "sentiment

level" for the newly received news feed header (440A), and then derive a related correction

factor for its drama factor and or applying Popularity level related correction based on

popularity analysis (450A). Finally computing final News feed drama score based on basic

drama score and applied sentiment and popularity corrections (460A).

[0056] The computation of "sentiment level", is calculated as the sum of its words sentiment

levels in the sentiment lexicon. In case the word doesn't appear in the sentiment lexicon, it is

assumed to be assigned a "neutral" sentiment level with value zero. The sentiment level may

be calculated using alternative methods. The sentiment level related correction factor may be

computed, for example as being equal to 1 + sentimentLevel/100. For example, the sentiment

level related correction factor may be computed as shown below for the popularity level

related correction factor.

[0057] The method of applying Popularity level related correction may include checking

news feed's popularity statistic, normalizing of the news feed's popularity figures and

accordingly deciding whether or not to apply a predetermined fixed penalty to the header's

drama score depending on the normalized popularity figures. The normalization may be

performed by dividing it by the maximum value of the same figures for all of the already



processed news feeds, which can be represented by the formula: normalizedPopularity :=

Popularity / maxPopularity. Alternately this normalization operation may be realized by

dividing the considered news feed popularity figure by the sum of all of the already processed

news feeds popularity figures. Any other normalization computation may be used for this

purpose. Optionally the news feed popularity figure is derived from its header's words

popularity figures. Then, the resulting news feed popularity figure is normalized as above

described above.

[0058] The popularity figure may be directly collected for the news feed header, or derived

from its words , the above normalization operation can be carried out for each of them, and

accordingly a unique normalized news feed figure (here denoted normalizedPopularity Figure)

may be computed, for example as a mean value of the resulting normalized figures.

[0059] Finally, the computed news feed header's normalized popularity figure is compared to

a predetermined threshold, and the decision of applying or not the predetermined fixed

penalty to the header's drama score is taken depending on the result of the comparison. For

example the penalty is applied if the news feed header's normalized popularity figure is less

than the predetermined threshold. Accordingly the popularity level related correction factor is

computed as being equal to 1 - (1(normalizedPopularity < popuiarityThreshoid) fixedPenalty) where l is

the function whose value is 1 if X is true, and 0 if X is false.

[0060] For example the predetermined popularity threshold has value 0.5, and the

predetermined penalty is applied if the news feed header's normalized popularity figure is less

than 0.5. The predetermined penalty may have a predetermined fixed value, or vary

depending on the distance of the header's normalized popularity from the popularity

threshold, for example proportionally or exponentially to the header's normalized popularity

and popularity threshold ratio or difference.

[0061] According to another example, the predetermined threshold has value inferior to 0.5,

inferior to 0.3, 0.25, or 0.1.

[0062] Any other ways of computing this popularity level related correction factor may be

used. For example, the popularity level related correction factor may be computed as shown

above for the sentiment level related correction factor.

[0063] The news feed drama score computation may be computed as the product of the above

described raw drama score, sentiment level related correction factor, and popularity level

related correction factor, of the considered news feed. This may be represented by formula

dramaScore := rawDramaScore x ( 1 + sentimentLevel/100) x ( 1 - ( 1(normalizedPopularity <

popuiarityThreshoid) fixedPenalty))



[0064] Any other ways of combining raw drama score, sentiment level related correction

factor, and popularity level related correction factor in order to derive the news feed's drama

score may be used.

[0065] According to some embodiments of the invention is provided an updating process of

the drama patterns/vectors library according to the results of the processing of a newly

received news feed. The updating process may include the steps of creation drama library as

described above to be applied on the new version of the drama pattern/vector library, resulting

of the integration of the tags list resulting of the considered newly received news feed header

shallow analysis

[0066] The updating process may include increasing by 1 the associated frequency of this

drama pattern/vector if it already was a library member, or else adding it into the library with

associated frequency.



CLAIMS :

1. A method for ranking an incoming news feed comprising a header, said method

comprising the steps of:

receiving the incoming news feed with headers;

extracting the incoming news feed's header;

performing part-of-speech-tagging of the extracted header's words and associating to

each of the header's words a code characterizing its grammatical function;

generating the list of the incoming header's words codes;

associating the generated list to the incoming news feed, as its pattern; and

computing a score for the incoming news feed according to predefined rules defining

the score based on the its pattern.

2 . The method of claim 1 wherein the predefined rules include checking pattern

frequencies in pattern library including aggregation of header news patterns.

3 . The method of claim 1 wherein the predefined rules include checking pattern

similarity in pattern library including aggregation of history header news patterns.

4 . The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of:

performing sentiment analysis of the extracted header, thus computing a header's

sentiment level, by using a predetermined sentiment lexicon comprising a list of

associations between a sentiment level and a word;

updating the incoming news feed's header score based on the sentiment analysis

result.

5 . The method of claim 4 wherein the sentiment analysis includes:

summing the extracted header's words sentiment levels obtained based on the

sentiment lexicon;

assigning a first predetermined value to the sentiment level of the extracted header's

words not appearing in the sentiment lexicon.

6 . The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of:



o receiving popularity figures of the incoming news feed based on aggregated

information including at least one of : viewings number of the news feed ,

number of user feedbacks or interactions with the incoming news feed;

o normalizing popularity figures of each word of the extracted header;

o Updating the incoming news feed's score based on its popularity normalized

figures.

7 . The method of claim 1 wherein the incoming news feed score computing step

includes:

assigning the incoming news feed score a value based on a pattern library comprising

a list of associations of a score to a pattern;

Assigning the incoming news feed score a second predetermined value if the pattern

doesn't appear in the pattern library.

8. The method of claim 7 further comprising a preliminary phase of constructing the

pattern library comprising the steps of:

receiving a number of news feeds headers;

analyzing each of these headers, including:

o performing part-of-speech-tagging of each of the header's words, thus

associating to each of the header's words a code characterizing its grammatical

function;

o generating the list of the header's words codes;

o associating the generated list to the news feed header, as its pattern;

associating, to each of the patterns, of its frequency defined as the number of news

feeds headers to which it has been associated;

sorting patterns by decreasing frequency and computing the drop;

select and record the patterns with frequency greater than the drop as the pattern

library.

9 . The method of claim 8 further comprising the steps of:

Raising by 1 the associated frequency of the incoming news feed pattern in the pattern

library, if the incoming news feed pattern already appeared in the pattern library ;

Introducing, with associated frequency 1, the incoming news feed pattern in the

pattern library, if it didn't already appear in the pattern library;

sorting patterns by decreasing frequency and computing the drop;



select and record the patterns with frequency greater than the drop as the pattern

library.

10. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of:

performing sentiment analysis of the news header by checking each word sentiment

grade using predefined sentiment lexicon;

analyzing popularity statistics of feed news based aggregated information of user

feedback or interaction with feed news;

Updating ranking of news feeds header based on sentiment analysis and popularity

analysis.

11. A system for ranking an incoming news feed comprising a header, said system

comprised of:

news feed acquisition module for performing the steps of :

o aggregating updated feed new headers from different sources;

o receiving at least one news feed;

o performing part-of- speech-tagging of the extracted header's words and

associating to each of the header's words a code characterizing its grammatical

function;

o generating the list of the incoming header's words codes; and

o associating the generated list to the incoming news feed, as its pattern

o news feed ranking module ranking new upcoming newsfeeds headers by

applying the following step: computing a score for the incoming news feed

according to predefined rules defining the score based on the its pattern;

12. The system of claim 11 further comprising a pattern library including aggregated code

vectors of tagged feed news headers by grammatical function.

13. The system of claim 12 wherein the predefined rules include checking pattern

frequencies in pattern library including aggregation of header news patterns.

14. The system of claim 12 wherein the predefined rules include checking pattern

similarity in pattern library including aggregation of history header news patterns.

15. The system of claim 11 wherein the ranking module further apply the following steps :



performing sentiment analysis of the extracted header, thus computing a header's

sentiment level, by using a predetermined sentiment lexicon comprising a list of

associations between a sentiment level to a word;

updating the incoming news feed's header score based on the sentiment analysis

result.

16. The system of claim 15 wherein the sentiment analysis includes:

summing the extracted header's words sentiment levels obtained based on the

sentiment lexicon;

assigning a first predetermined value to the sentiment level of the extracted header's

words not appearing in the sentiment lexicon.

17. The system of claim 16 wherein the ranking module further comprising the steps of:

o receiving popularity figures of the incoming news feed based on aggregated

information including at least one of : viewings number of the news feeds ,

number of user feedbacks or interactions with the incoming news feed;

o normalizing popularity figures of each word of the extracted header;

o Updating the incoming news feed's score based on its popularity normalized

figures.

18. The system of claim 12 wherein the ranking module further includes: Assigning the

incoming news feed score a second predetermined value if the pattern doesn't appear

in the pattern library.

19. The system of claim 12 further comprising the pattern library creation module

applying the following steps:

receiving a number of news feeds headers;

analyzing each of these headers, including:

o performing part-of-speech-tagging of each of the header's words, thus

associating to each of the header's words a code characterizing its grammatical

function;

o generating the list of the header's words codes;

o associating the generated list to the news feed header, as its pattern;

associating, to each of the patterns, of its frequency defined as the number of news

feeds headers to which it has been associated;



sorting patterns by decreasing frequency and computing the drop;

select and record the patterns with frequency greater than the drop as the pattern

library.

20. The system of claim 19 wherein pattern library creation module further applies the

steps of:

raising by 1 the associated frequency of the incoming news feed pattern in the pattern

library, if the incoming news feed pattern already appeared in the pattern library ;

introducing, with associated frequency 1, the incoming news feed pattern in the

pattern library, if it didn't already appear in the pattern library;

sorting patterns by decreasing frequency and computing the drop;

select and record the patterns with frequency greater than the drop as the pattern

library.

21. The system of claim 12 wherein the ranking module further apply the steps of:

performing sentiment analysis of the news header by checking each word sentiment

grade using predefined sentiment lexicon;

analyzing popularity statistics of feed news based aggregated information of user

feedback or interaction with feed news;

Updating ranking of newsfeeds header based on sentiment analysis and popularity

analysis.
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